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Headline inflation declines to 11.25% in March but expected to spike again 

Headline inflation in March declined to 11.25% (year-on-year) from 11.31% in February. 

This is the third consecutive month of decline and brings the CBN closer to its target 

range of 6%-9%. The persistent decline in the inflation rate could be attributed to the 

stable exchange rate (flat at N360/$) and higher power output (Average: 

4,172MWh/h). However, month-on-month inflation, a better reflection of market reality 

prices, increased to 0.79% (annualized at 9.84%) from 0.73% (9.16% annualized). This 

was driven largely by an increase in the prices of some commodities such as yam, 

tobacco, and fish. 

We expect the commencement of the planting season to push up commodity prices 

in the second quarter. Hence, headline inflation is likely to reverse its current 

downward trend.  

IMF completes Nigeria’s Article IV Review  

The International Monetary Fund (IMF) has concluded the Article IV consultation with 

Nigeria. It has indicated that Nigeria’s medium-term outlook remains muted, with risks 

tilted to the downside. The IMF has projected growth rates of 2.1 percent in 2019 and 

2.5 percent in 2020, which would be driven by higher agricultural production as the 

farmers/herdsmen clash subsides. However, the downside risks to this growth forecast 

include delays in policy implementation, falling crude oil prices and a resumption of 

monetary policy normalization in advanced countries.  

Concerns were raised about structural and policy challenges that constitute major 

constraints to growth. According to the Fund, Nigeria’s economy is on the path to 

recovery but the current growth level is not sufficient to reduce poverty and improve 

the quality of life of its citizens. The Fund also suggested a gradual removal of fuel 

subsidies to free up resources. The immediate reaction of this recommendation was 

the reappearance of petrol queues across most cities in the country. However, the  
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Minister of Finance, Mrs Zainab Ahmed, has reaffirmed that the FGN has no plans to 

remove fuel subsidy in the immediate future.   

World Bank cuts growth forecast to 2.8 percent 

The World Bank has cut the growth forecasts for Nigeria and other Sub-Saharan 

African countries for 2019 to 2.8 percent from 3.3 percent. While this is partly due to 

the slow overall growth, reflective of the ongoing global uncertainty,  the assessment 

is mainly because of the domestic macroeconomic instability poorly managed debt, 

inflation and deficits in several of these countries.  

According to the World Bank, countries such as Nigeria, South Africa and Angola 

make up about 60 percent of the sub-Saharan Africa’s annual economic growth. 

These same countries are all facing various challenges, which have dampened their 

contribution to the growth momentum.  

This downward revision reflects slower growth in Nigeria and Angola, due to 

challenges in the oil sector, and unresponsive investment growth in South Africa, due 

to low business confidence. However, economies that do not depend on 

commodities such as Rwanda, Uganda, Kenya, Benin and Ivory Coast, continue to 

experience improved growth. 

This forecast indicates that economic growth in Nigeria will lag population growth and 

will remain below three percent for the fourth consecutive year. 

Nigeria’s total debt stock up 12.25 percent to N24.39 trillion ($79.44 billion) 

According to the Debt Management Office (DMO), Nigeria’s total debt stock 

increased by 12.25 percent to N24.39 trillion in 2018 from N21.73 trillion in 2017. 

However, the share of domestic debt dropped to 68.18 percent from 73.36 percent in 

2017, thereby achieving a portfolio of 68.18 percent and 31.82 percent in the debt 

stock. A further breakdown of the report shows that states’ debts in Q4’18 increased 

by 8 percent to N5.19 trillion. Lagos tops the list while Yobe has the least debt stock. 

The DMO Director-General, Mrs Patience Oniha mentioned that the funds were 

borrowed to fund projects, to finance budget deficits and to refinance maturing 

obligations. The government plans to increase debt stock in 2019 and issue 30-year 

Federal Government of Nigeria Bonds for the first time once the National Assembly 

approves the strategy. The implication of this rising debt is lower national savings,  
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higher interest payments and greater risk of a fiscal crisis. This could worsen the 

country’s tepid economic growth.  

FGN suspends mining activities in Zamfara State  

The Federal Government of Nigeria has banned mining activities in Zamfara state and 

its environs to restore peace believed to be interrupted by bandits. The state is 

popularly known for the mining of gold and Iead. It has been suspected that the 

criminality is a fallout of these activities. All foreigners within mining sites have been 

ordered to evacuate the mining area. The ban on mining activities within the state 

could undermine the prospect of exporting Nigeria’s gold.   
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Disney unveils new streaming service, Disney+ 

 The Walt Disney Company has announced its 

plan to launch its own streaming service known 

as Disney+. The service is scheduled to be 

launched on November 12, 2019.  

 The streaming service would feature a 

collection of over 7,500 television episodes and 

500 films including Disney animated classics.  

 At $6.99 per month (or $69.99 per year), Disney + 

would be at least 50% cheaper than its main 

competition, Netflix which is priced at $10.99 per month for a standard plan.  

 The service would be available in the US before expanding gradually to Europe 

and other major regions within two years. Disney’s stock surged more than 11% 

following the announcement of the new streaming service.  

 

Google’s Wing launches first drone delivery service in Australia 

 Wing, a subsidiary of Alphabet, has commenced 

the first commercial drone delivery service in 

Canberra, Australia. The service aims to deliver 

fresh food, coffee and medicines to customers in 

minutes.  

 Wing had a trial period of five years during which 

the drone was used to fly products to residents in 

different communities in Australia.  

 Wing was granted the permission to launch the 

commercial service on the condition that the drone is only allowed to fly during 

the day. In addition, the drone is not allowed to fly over crowds or main roads.  
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Snapchat launches in-app gaming platform 

 Snapchat has added a new feature to its app 

called Snap Games. The feature would allow 

users play games and exchange messages at 

the same time.  

 Games such as Bitmoji Party, Alphabear Hustle 

and Zombie Rescue Squad would be available 

on the app.  

 Following a redesign of the app in 2018, Snapchat has witnessed slow user 

growth and volatile stock prices. However, the app still boasts of a user base of 

186 million users.  
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IMF completes Nigeria’s Article IV Review  

 The IMF has concluded its annual appraisal of the Nigerian economy. In its 

Article IV review, the IMF stated that the Nigerian economy remains on the 

path of recovery, with strong oil prices and tight monetary policies contributing 

to a reduction in inflation and the rebuilding of external buffers.  

 The Fund stated that the constraints to economic growth remain the persistent 

structural and policy challenges.  

 The IMF called for fiscal consolidation to reduce the government debt-service 

burden by raising value-added tax (VAT) and excise rates as well as shutting 

down loopholes and exemptions. The Fund also urged the CBN to stop its 

development-finance operations, which include lending to farmers and 

manufacturers at subsidized interest rates, and focus more on price stability 

and banking supervision.   

 The Fund added that strengthening capital base and risk-based supervision 

would help screen out distressed banks and reduce non-performing loans. It 

also suggested that an exit strategy be developed for the state backed asset 

management company AMCON is needed. According to the IMF, AMCON 

has a high contingent liability of around 4.8 percent of GDP and recommends 

a withdrawal of CBN from its ownership.  

 Finally, the Fund emphasized the need to strengthen governance, 

transparency and anti-corruption initiatives in the public sector. 

Analysis and Outlook 

IMF’s outlook on Nigeria’s headline inflation rate is in line with the CBN’s forecast i.e. 

inflation is expected to increase slightly to about 12 percent in 2019, and then 

moderate due to gains in the agricultural and manufacturing sectors.  Meanwhile, 

raising the monetary policy rate would lead to higher costs of borrowing for  
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investment purposes, thereby undermining efforts towards achieving strong economic 

recovery. 

In addition, gender inclusivity is a growing trend in Africa and the IMF is encouraging 

the Nigerian government to pass the “Gender and Equal Opportunities Bill” into law. 

According to the Fund, if the gap between female and male education is bridged, 

Nigeria’s economic growth could increase by five percent.  

 

Headline inflation drops to 11.25% in March 

 Headline inflation declined to 11.25% in March from 11.31% in February, 

representing the third consecutive month of decline.  

 However, month-on-Month inflation inched up to 0.79% (9.84% annualized) from 

0.73% (9.16% annualized). This was primarily driven by the increase in certain food 

prices as a result of lower output.  

 All other sub-indices declined in March: food inflation fell to 13.45% from 13.47%, 

core inflation (inflation less seasonalities) declined from 9.80% to 9.50%; urban 

eased by 5bps to 11.54% (from 11.59%) and rural inflation declined by 6bps to 

11.05% (from 10.99%).  

 On a state-by-state basis, Kwara (9.84 %), Cross River (9.66%) and Delta (9.61%) 

had the lowest inflation rates while Kebbi (14.65%), Zamfara (13.15%) and Taraba 

(12.98%) recorded the highest in March. 
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Analysis & Outlook  

The decline in headline inflation for the third consecutive month is positive for policy 

makers. However, in line with the CBN’s projection, we expect a reversal in the 

downward trend in Q2’19. This will be driven by supply constraints in the agriculture 

sector as the planting season commences and increased liquidity once the budget 

and new minimum wage are approved and implemented. 
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Business Update  

(Review Period: 1st–12thApril, 2019) 

 
The Forex Market 

During the review period, the currency traded flat against the dollar at N360/$ at the 

parallel market. The stability in the exchange rate could be attributed to an increase in 

CBN’s intervention in the forex market. A total of $457.8 million was injected into the market 

by the apex bank, 54% ($160.8 million) higher than $297 million in the first half of March. The 

naira appreciated against the pound and euro by 0.21% and 0.50% respectively to close the 

period at N475/£ and N404/€ respectively.  

At the I & E window, the naira also appreciated to N360.32/$ from N360.62/$ at the start of 

the review period. Total forex traded at the window increased/decreased by 55.84% to 

$2.27 million from $5.14 million in the first half of March.  

On the other hand, the currency depreciated at the Interbank Foreign Exchange Market to 

close at N307/$ from an earlier value of N306.95/$.  

The level of Nigeria’s external reserves increased by 0.25% to $44.72 billion on April 11th from 

its level of $44.61 billion at the start of the review period. Nigeria’s import cover now stands 

at 11.13 months from 11.11 months on April 1st. 

Outlook & Implications 

The recent rally in oil prices (now above $70pb) is positive for Nigeria’s external buffers and 

could push reserves closer to the $50bn threshold. This would increase the CBN’s ability to 

defend the naira through regular interventions in the market.  
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SOURCE: FDC Think Tank, CBN, FMDQ 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Tenor NITTY rates 

as at April 

1st, 2019 

NITTY rates 

as at April 

11th, 2019 

Change 

30-day 11.15%pa 10.77%pa -38bps 

90-day 10.87%pa 11.25%pa 38bps 

180-day 13.86%pa 13.96%pa 10bps 
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Average liquidity within the banking system was positive at N144.61 billion during the review 

period, 35.17% lower than the position of N223.06 billion positive recorded in the first twelve days of 

March. Liquidity spiked 315.33 percent to N275.87billion on April 12thowing to N33bn inflow in OMO 

maturities the previous day. Short term interest rates (OBB & ON) increased in response to reduced 

liquidity in the market. OBB and ON jumped by an average of 1,564bps to close the period at 

20.29% pa and 21.57% pa respectively. The CBN continued with its aggressive OMO intervention 

strategy, issuing a total of N526.47 billion in OMO bills. This is compared to a total repayment of 

N118.65 billion within the same period. This resulted in a net outflow of 407.82 billion. At the last 

primary market auction on April 3rd, all but the 91-day tenor increased by an average of 45bps. 

The 91-day tenor declined by 1bps to close the period at 10.29%. At the secondary market, the 91-

day and 182-day tenors declined by an average of 10bps while the 364-day tenor increased by 

20ps. At the Nigerian Inter-Bank Treasury Bill True Yield (NITTY), the 90-day and 180-day tenors 

increased by 38bps and 10bps respectively while the 30-day tenor declined by 38bps.  
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Tenor Secondary 

market rates 

as at April 1st, 

2019(%) 

Secondary 

market rates 

as at April 12th, 

2019 (%) 

% 

change  

Primary 

market rates 

as at March 

20th, 2019 (%) 

Primary 

market 

rates as at 

April 3rd, 

2019(%) 

% 

change 

91-day 10.68 10.50 -0.18 10.30 10.29 -0.01 

182-day 12.97 12.95 -0.02 12.20 12.60 0.40 

364-day 12.67 12.87 0.20 12.35 12.85 0.50 

The Stock Market  

During the review period the Nigerian Stock Exchange All Share Index (NSE ASI) fell below the 

30,000-point threshold. The ASI declined by 3.18% to 29,560.47pts on April 12th from 30,531.69pts 

on April 1st. The market has lost 5.93% YTD. Total market capitalization also lost 4.77% to close at 

N11.10trn compared to N11.67trn at the start of the review period. The market recorded 4 

positive days and 6 negative days within the review period. 

Outlook & Implications 

We expect the speculators to continue to take positions in low-valued bellwether stocks in the 

second half of April.  

Corporate Earnings 

During the review period the following companies released their FY’18 results: 
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Company Sector Profit After Tax 

(N’billion) 

Dividend (N/share) 

Ecobank Transnational 

Incorporated Plc 

Banking 102.17 N/A 

First City Monument Bank 

Plc 

Banking 14.97 0.14 

Sterling Bank Plc Banking 9.22 N/A 

Total Nigeria Plc Oil & Gas 7.96 17.00 

Forte Oil Plc Oil & Gas 361.47 N/A 

Dangote Sugar Consumer 

Goods 

21.98 1.10 

Unilever Nigeria Plc Consumer 

Goods 

10.55 1.50  

Union Bank Plc Banking 18.05 N/A 

Okomu Oil Palm Plc Agriculture  8.50 3.00 

SOURCE: NSE 
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The Commodities Market 

 Brent oil prices rose by 3.68% to close the period at $71.55pb from $69.01pb at the start 

of the review period. 

o Driven mainly by the supply disruptions in OPEC nations: Iran, Venezuela and 

Libya 

Outlook & Implications 

o The bullish trend recorded in crude prices is likely to be sustained in the near 

term on the back of tight global supply. Crude oil accounts for approximately 

90% of Nigeria’s export revenue. A continuous increase in oil prices would result 

in higher oil proceeds and this is positive for fiscal and external accretion. 

 Natural gas decreased by 1.88% to close the period at $2.66/mmbtu. 

o Due to the expectations of higher gas supply in Colombia. 

Outlook &Implications 

o Prices to be bearish in the coming weeks on expectations of global supply glut. 

According to EIU, Nigeria produced approximately 20million tonnes of LNG in 

2018. A decline in prices is negative for export revenue.  

 Corn prices gained 2.21% to close the first twelve days of April at $3.70/bushel 

o This was supported by the delay in the US corn planting 

Outlook& Implications 

o Expectations of a decline in global supply of corn to support prices. This would 

lead to an increase in the country’s import bill. 

 Wheat prices up by 1.30% to $4.69/bushel on April 12th from $4.63/bushel on April 1st, 

driven by strong global demand 

Outlook& Implications 

o Prices to trend upward in the near term due to a decline in US wheat output. This 

would result in an increase in the operating expense of wheat-dependent 

companies such as FMCG’s 
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SOURCE: Bloomberg, EIA, Newsnow 

 Sugar prices increased by 1.97% to close the period at $0.1292/pound from 

$0.1267/pound at the beginning of the review period 

o On expectations of a decline in India’s sugar output 

Outlook & Implications 

o Supply slump in the EU to drive prices up in the near term. Nigeria is the world’s 9th 

largest importer of this commodity. An increase in the global price of sugar signals 

a possible increase in the country’s import bill 

 Cocoa prices rose by 3.44% to close at $2,407/mt, due to an increase in the global 

demand for chocolate 

Outlook & Implications 

o Expectations of a bumper harvest in Ivory Coast to boost prices in the coming 

weeks. Nigeria is the world’s fourth largest exporter of cocoa, an increase in 

global prices will result in higher export revenue. 
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UNITY BANK GETS CBN/NIBSS's RECOGNITION; WINS ANTIFRAUD REPORTING 

EFFICIENCY AWARD 

Unity Bank Plc has won the Efficiency Award as the financial service brand with the 

“Most Extensive Fraud Channel Coverage” at the 4th Electronic Payments Incentive 

Scheme (EPIS) Efficiency Award 2019 powered by Central Bank of Nigeria (CBN) and 

Nigerian Inter-Bank Settlement System (NIBSS). 

The Bank won the award in recognition its outstanding compliance in fraud and cyber 

crime reporting and for being the financial institution with the most fraud channel 

coverage on the Central Antifraud System in 2018.  

The CBN has a central Antifraud Channel which monitors the number of fraud cases 

and the percentage of such cases reported. Not only was Unity Bank rated as the 

Bank that is most compliant in fraud reporting, the Bank was also acknowledged for 

deploying efficient tools for monitoring fraud across all her electronic channels. 

At the just concluded EPIS Award, Unity Bank was commended for promoting e-

payment system and fraud prevention initiative in a manner that boost market 

confidence on CBN’s cashless policy. 

Receiving the Award, the Head of E-business, Unity Bank Plc, Oluremi Tinuolu-Gabriel, 

commended EPIS, NIBSS and CBN for the award of recognition for the Bank which he 

noted as being special and remarkable. He added that “this honour is being received 

in a category where the Management of the Bank has been very passionate not only 

with compliance directives but also to support with constant ICT infrastructural 

upgrade as well as effective information and cyber security practice to deliver 

optimum performance”.  

For the Bank, the award is a motivation to all end users of e-payment channels who 

have kept faith in this journey to sustaining the cashless initiative. As a Bank, the award  

 

Unity Bank News 
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also inspires us to continually raise the bar of all compliance standards in fraud 

reporting. 

Unity Bank has before this time developed and deployed comprehensive suite of e-

products whilst subscribing to collaborative initiative to ensure effective, efficient and 

secured network for the sustainability of its e-payment systems. 

In the Q4’2018, Unity Bank also won two outstanding awards of excellence; namely, 

the CBN’s Award as the ‘Sustainable Transaction of the Year in Agriculture’ and 

Presidential Award in recognition of the Bank’s participation in Anchor Borrowers 

Programme. 
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Setting the Standards- Culled from Business Day 

Let’s say, you’ve entered the dating world and decided to find a boyfriend/girlfriend. 

You have a clear idea about the holes in your life that need filling. You want someone 

who will be your ‘plus one’ at all your social events; someone who will listen to your 

problems; cheer you up when you’re sad; snuggle with you while you watch Premier 

League matches and National Geographic documentaries; and go to Burna Boy 

concerts with you. That is the job description (JD). 

In order to find someone who can do these things for you what’s your first step? You 

must decide which specific traits this love interest must possess in order to fulfil these 

mandates as your boyfriend/girlfriend. You must set your standards and be clear on 

what they are. The person must be presentable so you aren’t embarrassed to 

introduce them to friends or family. They must like to go out to places with you and be 

in your company. They must be attentive and caring, so they can listen. They must be 

funny or light-hearted, so they can cheer you up. They must enjoy intimate physical 

contact, like football, and find documentaries interesting. They must be an Afrobeat 

fan and not mind being in loud, sometimes crowded places. They must like Burna Boy. 

Not just Wizkid, Davido or Mr Eazi; Burna Boy. 

    

It works the same way in recruitment. You design your JD so you can look at your list of 

tasks that need to be completed and match each one to the skill required to get it 

accomplished. You’ve done the work to prioritize ‘needs’ over ‘wants’ over ‘might-as- 

Lifestyle 
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well-get-done-while-we’re-at-it’s’, so you work from the most important to the least 

and list your required competencies for each duty that must be fulfilled. Your 

employees are disorganized? You need someone who can organize and motivate 

them. Your social media outreach is abysmal though you are in an industry that 

requires rapid and frequent engagement? You need someone who is adept at 

navigating and utilising Facebook, Twitter, Instagram, Whatsapp etc., is good at 

search engine optimization and is on top of the latest online communication trends. 

The whole point of going to the trouble to create a JD, is so you have a crystal-clear 

framework you then use to deduce and decide your competencies. 

 

Credentials are not competencies 

Competencies could be technical (“hard”) skills such as the ability to analyse large 

data sets or the ability to develop financial statements. However, they could also be 

“soft skills” like the ability to communicate effectively or work well with others. They 

could be personality traits such as assertiveness (showing confidence) or flexibility 

(being easily adaptable). In your case, they will be whatever combination of these 

are tailored to your organization’s requirements.  

Defining required competencies is integral in Nigeria because of the fundamental 

flaw in our education-to-employment pipeline. Our education system teaches 

students academic theory and neglects practical instruction and the development of 

industry-relevant skills. Everyone believes we, as employers, focus on a university 

degree as the most relevant qualification for employment. Therefore, young people 

zone in on this milestone believing it will equip them for the world of work. When we, 

turn in, do not use competency-based hiring practices which elevate executable 

talent over academic theory, we perpetuate this misunderstanding. There is no 

pressure on educational institutions to adapt their curricula for job-preparedness, or 

partner with our industries in order to create work experience opportunities which will 

enable graduates to become an optimizable pool of talent for us. Prioritizing 

competencies in the hiring process instead of using academic qualifications as a 

proxy for skills, is the only way to recruit candidates who can perform the real-life tasks 

that we require of them in order to meet our business goals 

 

Are your needs met by their skillset?  

Why is defining competencies so important? Because they keep you from getting 

distracted and wasting your time. Let’s say in your search for the boyfriend/girlfriend 

we just talked about, you meet someone who is very kind to beggars, has a Phd in  
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engineering, loves gospel music and saves up money to take a trip abroad every year 

because they want to broaden their horizons. Though these are all positive attributes, 

the do not match your mandate. Without your list of competencies (presentable, 

attentive, caring, funny, light-hearted, fan of Afrobeats, concertgoer, lover of Burna 

Boy) you could very well fall in love with this generous, well-educated, God–fearing, 

world traveller. You might be enamoured with them in the beginning. However, it will 

very soon become clear, when they drift off while you are talking about your day, or 

tell you Afrobeat is demonic, that they are unsuitable for the JTBD.  

    

Without deducing or deciding on desired competencies, we disempower ourselves in 

the recruitment process. With just a JD (what we need to get done) the only question 

becomes whether the potential talent is willing to do the things we require. We are 

asking and they are answering. What equally matters is whether they are able to do 

the things we require. They are seeking and we are choosing. Deciding what we need 

makes the first step of the recruitment process (creating that JD) worthwhile. It makes 

the next step (figuring out who we are and our journey to demanding these things) 

meaningful. 
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Easter- Culled from Web Holidays1 

Easter is the most important religious event for Christians. They celebrate their belief 

that Jesus rose from the dead three days after his crucifixion. Many non-Christians also 

celebrate this holiday as well focusing on ancient customs and traditions, and 

welcoming spring.  

Easter, like Christmas, is a blend of paganism and Christianity. The word Easter is 

derived from Eostre (also known as Ostara an ancient Anglo-Saxon goddess. She 

symbolized the rebirth of the day at dawn and the rebirth of life in the spring. The 

arrival of spring was celebrated all over the world long before the religious meaning 

became associated with Easter. Now, Easter celebrates the rebirth of Christ. 

For Christians, Easter is the culmination of events during Holy Week beginning with 

Palm Sunday. Palm Sunday reflects the return of Jesus to Jerusalem. Maundy 

Thursday commemorates the Last Supper of Christ, and Good Friday remembers the 

crucifixion of Jesus. Easter Sunday celebrates his resurrection after his death. 

Easter falls on the first Sunday on or following the spring Equinox after the full moon. 

The date has been calculated in this way since 325 AD.  

Customs and Traditions 

This time of year animals give birth to their offspring. It naturally follows that lambs, 

chicks, and baby creatures of all kinds are all associated with spring. Since ancient 

times many cultures have associated eggs with the universe. They were used in  

 

ancient spring festivals to represent the rebirth of life. As Christianity took hold, the egg 

began to symbolize the rebirth of man rather than nature. 

                                                           
1http://web-holidays.com/easter/ 
 

http://web-holidays.com/celtic/2012/03/20/ostara/
http://web-holidays.com/blog/2012/02/20/lent/
http://web-holidays.com/blog/2012/02/20/lent/
http://web-holidays.com/blog/2012/02/20/lent/
http://web-holidays.com/blog/2012/02/20/lent/
http://web-holidays.com/easter/
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Eggs have been been dyed, decorated, and painted by the Romans, Gauls, Persians, 

and the Chinese. A Polish folktale tells of the Virgin Mary giving eggs to soldiers at the 

cross while she pleaded with them to be merciful. As her tears dropped, they 

spattered droplets on the eggs mottling them with a myriad of colors. 

The Faberge egg is the best known of all the decorated eggs. Peter Faberge made 

intricate, delicately decorated eggs. In 1883, the Russian Czar commissioned Faberge 

to make a special egg for his wife.  

 

The Easter Bunny is a cute little rabbit that hides eggs for 

children to find on Easter. But where did he come 

from? The origin is uncertain. The rabbit symbolized 

fertility in the rites of spring. In a German book 

published in 1682, a tale is told of a bunny laying eggs 

and hiding them in the garden for good little children to 

find. The Germans also created the first consumable 

bunnies in the 1800s primary made of sugar and pastry. 

 

The Easter bonnet and new clothes on Easter symbolizes the end of the dreary winter 

and the beginning of the fresh, new spring. At the turn of the century, it was popular 

for families to stroll to church and home again to show off their “Sunday best”. 

 

The Easter basket shows roots in a Catholic custom. Baskets filled with breads, 

cheeses, hams, and other foods for Easter dinner were taken to mass Easter morning 

to be blessed. This evolved in time to baskets filled with chocolate eggs, jellybeans, 

toys, and stuffed bunnies for children left behind by the Easter Bunny. Today, children 

wake up to find that the Easter Bunny has hidden a basket filled with candy and 

toys. Children color and decorate hard-boiled eggs either on Easter or the day 

before.  

Egg hunts are popular at the home level as well as community egg hunts at the local 

park. At home the eggs made be the hard-boiled decorated eggs or plastic eggs 

filled with treats. Community egg hunts typically use plastic eggs or chocolate eggs 

spread out in a grassy area. 

Easter dinner is a feast with lamb, ham, or fish and spring vegetables, potatoes, and 

special breads. Deviled eggs are a popular appetizer. Easter brunch is also quite 

popular. 
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Would you like to open an account with us? 

Kindly direct all account opening enquiries to: 

Nosakhare Omoigui 

08078148762, 08160956889 

nomoigui@unitybankng.com 

For all other enquiries, contact: 

Phone number: 07080666000 / 07057323225-30 

Email address: we_care@unitybankng.com 

Website: www.unitybankng.com 

Address 

Unity Bank Plc 

Plot 42, Ahmed Onibudo Street 

Victoria Island 

Lagos 

 

 

 

 

 

 

IMPORTANT DISCLAIMER: This commentary has been prepared by UNITY BANK. Opinions and any other content including data and market 

commentary in this document are provided by us for personal use and informational purposes only. Nothing contained in this document constitutes 

investment, legal, tax or other advice and is not to be relied on in making an investment or other decision. Any pricing included in this communication is 

indicative and is not intended as an offer or solicitation for the purchase or sale of any financial instrument. The information contained herein has been 

obtained from sources believed to be reliable but UNITY BANK does not represent or warrant that it is accurate and complete. Neither UNITY BANK, nor 

any officer or employee thereof accepts any liability whatsoever for any direct or consequential loss arising from any use of this publication or its 

contents. Any securities recommendations made herein may not be suitable for all investors. Past performance is no guarantee of future returns. Any 

modelling or back-testing data contained in this document is not intended to be a statement as to future performance. UNITY BANK is incorporated as a 

public limited liability company in Nigeria and is regulated by the central bank of Nigeria (CBN)  

 

Connect with us on Social Media: 

@UnityBankPlc 

Contact Information 
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